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Abstract Practical solution of stochastic programming problems generally
requires the use of parallel computing resources. Here, we describe the open
source package mpi-sppy, in which efficient and scalable parallelization is a
central feature. We report computational experiments that demonstrate the
ability to solve very large stochastic programming problems - including mixed-
integer variants - in minutes of wall clock time, efficiently leveraging signifi-
cant parallel computing resources. We report results for the largest publi-
cally available instances of stochastic mixed-integer unit commitment prob-
lems, solving to provably tight optimality gaps. In addition, we introduce a
novel software architecture that facilitates combinations of methods for ac-
celerating convergence that can be combined in plug-and-play manner. The
mpi-sppy package is written in Python, leverages the widely used Pyomo
(http://www.pyomo.org) library for modeling mathematical programs, builds
on existing MPI implementations to ensure efficiency and scalability, and is
available via http://github.com/Pyomo/mpi-sppy.
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1 Introduction

Stochastic programming problems for optimization under uncertainty [19] are
commonly modeled as comprising explicit scenarios with attached probabili-
ties, in addition to non-anticipativity constraints that for purposes of solution
implementability require the values of decision variables common to sets of
scenarios at a node of the scenario tree to be identical. Algorithms for solving
such scenario-based or "discretized" stochastic programs typically lend them-
selves to some degree of parallelization, via either scenario sub-problem (in the
case of scenario) or stage sub-problem (in the case of stage-based) decompo-
sition. Such sub-problems can be solved independently, and therefore can be
assigned to distinct processing units to reduce run-times in situations where
parallel computing resources are available. The popular progressive hedging
(PH) [26] and L-shaped [28] methods are representative of these types of algo-
rithms. We note that such parallelization is typically required to solve large,
real-world stochastic programs in tractable time frames.

https://github.com/Pyomo/mpi-sppy
https://github.com/Pyomo/mpi-sppy
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There is a growing literature describing open source software for stochas-
tic programming (e.g., [2,9,18,22,23,30]). In this paper, we introduce a new
software architecture and component algorithms for solving stochastic pro-
gramming problems in parallel via decomposition strategies and asynchronous
parallel communication. We refer to our library as mpi-sppy; the "mpi" refer-
ences the inherent parallel focus of the library, the "sp" references stochastic
programs, and the "py" references the Python language in which the library is
written. The mpi-sppy library is designed explicitly and from the ground up
to provide parallel decomposition solver capabilities for stochastic program-
ming, in the context of a composable and extensible software architecture. We
explicitly focus on performance with thousands to tens of thousands of pro-
cessing elements (ranks), demonstrated in the computational experiments we
report. In contrast to other libraries and packages, mpi-sppy has very high
parallel efficiency and the ability to compute upper and lower bounds con-
currently without detrimentally impacting wall-clock run times. Furthermore,
the library supports a wider range of problem types and multi-stage stochas-
tic process models than other packages, with the noted exception of PySP [30].
However, PySP uses a much less scalable model for parallelism and cannot
compute bounds using asynchronous parallel processes.

In order to support large-scale parallelism, the mpi-sppy software archi-
tecture (described in Section 3) is structured into cylinders of compute units
(in MPI, compute units are referred to as ranks). Communication between dis-
tinct cylinders makes use of asynchronous MPI windows, which enable remote
access to a portion of a rank’s memory. Within a cylinder, we often make use
of MPI reductions, which typically requires O(log(r)) time where r denotes
the number of ranks in the cylinder. Cylinders generally fall into one of two
classes: hubs and spokes. Hubs can be viewed as the main algorithm (e.g., PH
or the L-shaped method), while spokes are "helper" components (often critical
for practical solution of stochastic programs).

The mpi-sppy software architecture expresses a scenario-based view of
stochastic programming. This design decision is driven by the observation
that expression of stochastic programs (e.g., via algebraic modeling languages)
in practice is often conducted in terms of individual scenarios; generally, de-
terministic single-scenario programs are a precursor to stochastic programs.
Despite this view, mpi-sppy supports both scenario-based and stage-based
decomposition algorithms and provides generic implementations of common
strategies, e.g., PH and the L-shaped method. Further, the architecture allows
for and encourages the exploitation of large numbers of compute units for
speculative computations, e.g., distinct and diverse strategies for computing
upper and lower bounds.

The mpi-sppy library relies on the Pyomo [15] algebraic modeling language
for expressing the scenarios associated with a stochastic program. The library
relies on MPI (Message Passing Interface https://www.mpi-forum.org/) for
communication of data between parallel processes. By basing our architecture
on efficient substrate libraries, specifically MPI (via mpi4py [8] and numpy), we
are able to achieve scalability to thousands of parallel compute units without

https://www.mpi-forum.org/
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introducing significant inefficiencies and performance bottlenecks. In doing
so, our objective is to ensure that developers and end-users can quickly and
effectively take advantage of the ever-increasing quantities of parallel compute
resources, from institutional clusters to cloud computing. Further, by building
in parallelization from the ground up, we aim to increase the size of stochastic
programs that can be routinely solved in practice.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin in Sec-
tion 2 by introducing formal notation for the class of stochastic program that
mpi-sppy is intended to solve. The overall architecture of mpi-sppy is then
detailed in Section 3. Section 4 describes key algorithmic components of the
software architecture. In Section 5, we provide computational results demon-
strating scalability and effectiveness. We then conclude in Section 6 with a
summary of our contributions and directions for future research.

2 Problem Definition and Notation

We now develop notation for multi-stage optimization problems with input
data specified in the form of scenarios with attached probabilities.

2.1 Stages and Scenarios

Let T be the number of decision stages. We will use t ∈ {1, . . . , T} to index
stages, but we observe that decision stages do not always correspond to time
periods. To make abstract statements about stochastic programming, we make
use of a random variable ξt, which may be vector valued, associated with each
decision stage t. When the stages correspond to time periods, we think of
the value(s) ξt during or at the end of stage t − 1, depending on the appli-
cation. Hence, we generally refer to ξt only for stage 2, . . . , T . Consequently,
the decisions for stage t are made once the values of the random variables for
stages up to and including t are known. In the two-stage version of the well-
known news vendor problem, for example, the demands are revealed before the
second stage. The same is true of the two-stage unit commitment described
subsequently, although in that case there may be additional random elements
concerning wind power, generator failures and other exogenous uncertainties.

We use the symbol
→
ξ
t
to refer to the realized values of all random variables

up to and including stage t. We refer to a full realization of the uncertainty,
i.e.,

→
ξ
T

= (ξt, t = 2, . . . , T )

as a scenario. Often, problem data is a function of ξ and the problem data
corresponding to a particular value of ξ is also referred to as a scenario.

In abstract formulations of a stochastic program, we use xt to represent
the part of the decision vector that corresponds to stage t. We use the notation
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→
x t for 1 ≤ t ≤ T to represent the decisions for all stages up to, and including,
stage t.

We make use of cost functions of the decision variables for each stage,
parameterized by the decisions and random variable realizations known at
the time decisions are made. These functions return the objective function
value corresponding to the stage for feasible solutions and a very large number
for infeasible solutions. For the first stage we introduce f1(x1) and for each

subsequent stage we introduce ft(xt;
→
x t−1,

→
ξ
t
). The function ft takes as an

argument the partial vector corresponding to stage t and as parameters the
solution for previous stages and the realization of the random variables up to
stage t. These functions enable us to write the minimization of expected value
as

min
x
f1
(
x1
)

+ E
T∑
t=2

ft

(
xt;

→
x t−1,

→
ξ
t
)

(1)

Note that some risk objectives, such as CVaR, can be included in an expectation-
based formulation (see [27]).

2.2 Scenario Tree Formulations

In the general multi-stage case, ξ ≡ {ξt}Tt=1 is defined on a discrete probability
space so we use Ξ to represent the full set of scenarios, where each scenario ξ
has probability πξ. In the interest of readability, we simply use ξ to represent
the entire scenario rather than indicating explicitly that it is all times up to,
and including, T . See [6] for alternative multi-stage notation that is similar.

We organize the set of realizations ξ into a tree with the property that
scenarios with the same realization up to stage t share a node in the scenario

tree corresponding for that stage. Consequently,
→
ξ
t
refers also to a node in

the scenario tree. Let Gt be the set of all scenario tree nodes for stage t and let
Gt(ξ) be the node at stage t for a particular scenario ξ. For a particular node
D let D−1 be the set of scenarios that define the node.

In problem (1) the values of x do not have an explicit dependency on ξ,
but dependence on the history is implied by the parameters of the functions
ft for t ≥ 2. We now give a formulation where non-anticipativity is explicitly
enforced at each non-leaf node. Using the discrete scenario tree notation, we
write

Z∗ = min
x,x̂

∑
ξ∈Ξ

πξ

[
f1(x1(ξ)) +

T∑
t=2

ft

(
xt(ξ);

→
x t−1,

→
ξ
t
)]

(2a)

xt(ξ)− x̂t(D) = 0, t = 1, . . . , T − 1, D ∈ Gt, ξ ∈ D−1 (2b)
x(ξ) ∈ Xξ, ξ ∈ Ξ (2c)

where Xξ explicitly summarizes constraints. We use the notation x(ξ) to em-
phasize that the decisions can depend on the realizations of the random vari-
ables, while constraints (2b) use the auxiliary variable x̂ to assure that at
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every node of the decision tree, the portion of the solution corresponding that
decision stage is the same. So while x depends on ξ, it does so in a way that
is non-anticipative. To put it another way: looking only at expression (2a),
one might get the impression that the optimization is allowed to be prescient
and make use of knowledge of the future in setting stage variable values since
xt in these expressions depends on the entire realization, ξ. However, con-
straints (2b) force the decisions to depend only on information that would be
available when they are made. Note that in this formulation, there is one full
decision vector x for each scenario. The variables x̂ are often called a system
of vectors since they are tied to the tree with partial vectors corresponding to
each node of the tree. There are typically additional, auxiliary variables (such
as indicator variables, e.g.) needed to compute f , but these are not shown
in the interest of clarity; by definition we require that non-anticipativity of x
implies non-anticipativity of any additional auxiliary variables.

Sometimes this problem is written without the variable x̂ as follows:

Z∗ = min
x

∑
ξ∈Ξ

πξ

[
f1(x1(ξ)) +

T∑
t=2

ft

(
xt(ξ);

→
x t−1,

→
ξ
t
)]

(3a)

x(ξ)− x̄(Gt(ξ)) = 0, t = 1, . . . , T − 1, ξ ∈ Ξ (3b)

where for each t = 1, . . . , T and each D ∈ Gt

x̄t(D) :=
∑
ξ∈D−1

πξx(ξ)/
∑
ξ∈D−1

πξ.

In other words: x̄ is a system of node-by-node averages. Unless there are sce-
narios with zero probability (which can be removed in a pre-processing step),
the formulation with x̄ is equivalent to the formulation with x̂. A third for-
mulation, useful in practical applications, replaces x̄ with x for an arbitrary
scenario at the node (and drops constraint (3b) for that particular scenario).
Since we frame the problem without loss of generality as minimization, we
will refer to inner (outer) bounds as upper (lower) bounds. When we solve
program (2) or program (3) without decomposition, we refer to it as directly
solving the extensive form (EF).

3 Architecture

Conceptually, the mpi-sppy software architecture is composed of cylinders,
one of which is designated as the hub, and the rest of which are designed as
spokes (Figure 1). The hub algorithm is intended to iteratively seek to find
solutions for problem (1), and is thought of as the “main” algorithm. The
spokes provide assistance to the hub and may use data from the hub. For
example, spokes can compute bounds or supply cutting planes to the hub. In
standard applications, spokes do not communicate directly with each other –
although this is not precluded by the architecture.
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Each single disk shown in Figure 1 corresponds to a single MPI rank. Ranks
within a cylinder use an MPI communicator that we call an intracomm. We
use “intra” to refer to the fact that such communication is within a cylinder
(e.g., for a particular decomposition algorithm).

Each cylinder has the same number of ranks, so there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence between a rank in a spoke and a rank in the hub. A hub rank and
its associated spoke ranks are referred to collectively as a stratum. We refer to
an MPI communicator that passes asynchronous messages between the ranks
in strata as an intercomm. Such messages are depicted as arrows in Figure 1.
Ranks themselves may be composed of multiple CPUs (e.g., a single node of an
HPC system) which carry out parallelized algorithms for sub-problems (e.g.,
MIP solves).

Stratum
(light gray) 

HubSpoke Spoke

Cylinder 
(dark gray)Rank

Intercomm

Intracomm

Fig. 1 Example mpi-sppy architecture with one hub and two spokes. The system shown
contains 15 total ranks, divided into three cylinders and five strata.

The notion of scenarios is important for both cylinders and strata. For each
stratum, the hub and spoke cylinders process identical scenarios. Further, the
mpi-sppy architecture supports (and expects) asynchronous communication
in both directions between the hub rank and a spoke rank. There are no re-
strictions on the nature of communication within a cylinder, but it is generally
expected that MPI reductions will be used so that scalability can be main-
tained. Iterative hub algorithms typically check for new information from the
spokes and provide any new information that is available at each iteration.
As a simple example, the spokes may compute upper and lower bounds using
information supplied by the hub and the hub may use this bound information
to control termination.

In general, multiple scenarios (including all scenarios) may be assigned to
each stratum, but a single scenario is common. As an example, consider a
three-scenario stochastic program, and a compute system with six ranks. The
hub algorithm executes progressive hedging on two ranks, an incumbent finder
spoke executes on two different ranks, and a dual bounder on the remaining
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two ranks. In this small example, there would be two scenarios assigned to the
first stratum and one to the second stratum.

Presently, mpi-sppy supports two types of convergence checks associated
with hub algorithm termination. The first convergence check triggers termi-
nation of the hub when inner and outer bounds exhibit a sufficiently small
gap. The second convergence check relies on information generated by the hub
algorithm. This includes termination based on a solution convergence metric,
a limit on the number of iterations, and a limit on elapsed wall clock time. By
providing both types of convergence checks, mpi-sppy users can obtain the
benefit of lower wall-clock times when spokes are able to find bounds faster
than the hub algorithm. Because asynchronous communication is used, a va-
riety of spokes can be executed without slowing down the hub algorithm.

4 Cylinders

In this section, we describe hubs and spokes included with release v0.11 of
mpi-sppy. The architecture supports a myriad of potential general-purpose
cylinders as well as application-specific cylinders.

4.1 Hubs

Each hub implements a general decomposition strategy for stochastic program-
ming.

4.1.1 PH

Progressive Hedging (PH) is described in many places (e.g., [26,29]). In the
interest of completeness, a basic form of a multi-stage PH algorithm is given
in Algorithm 1. Some of the steps can be implemented a bit differently than
shown to get the same result with a little less computational effort.

The key to the algorithm is the system of price vectors, w(·), updated in
Step 4 that are used in Step 5 to move toward a non-anticipative solution.
Solution elements that are above the average have their corresponding price
vector elements penalized in Step 4 so they will tend toward a lower value
in Step 5 and elements that are below the average are treated similarly. The
proximal term,

ρ

2
‖xt − x̄(ν)(Gt(ξ))‖2

provides some theoretical properties, but also provides the practical advantage
of avoiding the possibility that a scenario sub-problem will become unbounded
due to the wx term.

The system of w vectors needs to have certain properties that are auto-
matically maintained by Step 4. The simplest way to start with vectors that
have the needed properties is to assign all elements the value zero, as shown
in Step 1.
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Algorithm 1 Progressive Hedging

1: Initialization: Let ν ← 0 and w(t,ν)(ξ)← 0, ∀ξ ∈ Ξ, t = 1, . . . , T .
Compute for each ξ ∈ Ξ:

x(ν+1)(ξ) ∈ argmin
x

f1(x1) +
T∑
t=2

ft

(
xt;

→
x t−1(ξ),

→
ξ
t
)

2: Iteration Update: ν ← ν + 1
3: Aggregation: Compute for each t = 1, . . . , T − 1 and each D ∈ Gt:

x̄(ν)(D)←
∑
ξ∈D−1

πξx
t,(ν)(ξ)/

∑
ξ∈D−1

πξ

4: Price Update: Compute for each t = 1, . . . , T − 1 and each ξ ∈ Ξ

w(t,ν)(ξ)← w(t,ν−1)(ξ) + ρ
[
xt,(ν)(ξ)− x̄ν(Gt(ξ))

]
5: Decomposition: Compute for each ξ ∈ Ξ

x(ν+1)(ξ) ∈ argminx f1(x1) +
∑T

t=2 ft

(
xt;

→
x t−1(ξ),

→
ξ
t
)

+
∑T−1

t=1

[
w(t,ν)(ξ)>xt + ρ

2‖x
t − x̄(ν)(Gt(ξ))‖2

]
6: Termination: If a criterion is met, Stop. Otherwise goto step 2.

The statement of Step 6 is intentionally vague. There are many practical
considerations for within-hub termination of the algorithm and there are many
potential criteria for termination based only on information internal to PH.
In some applications, the algorithm terminates when all non-anticipativity
constraints are met to within some tolerance ε.

Step 3 computes an element-by-element average of the solution values at
each node in the scenario tree, which is referred to as x̄. Using x̄ is conve-
nient, but not quite accurate since the averaging is really done only for those
elements that must be non-anticipative (e.g., x1 for a two-stage problem. The
computation is done using an MPI reduction that requires an effort that grows
with vlog(r) where v is the number of non-anticipative variables (e.g., for a
two-stage problem x1 is a v-dimensional vector) and r is the number of ranks
(e.g. r = |Ξ| if every scenario has its own rank). This system of vectors is
called implementable because it satisfies the non-anticipativity requirement.
Except at convergence, there is no assurance that it is optimal or even feasible
with respect to all constraints other than non-anticipativity. We sometimes re-
fer to systems of solution vectors that are feasible for all constraints (perhaps
not including non-anticipativity) as admissible. For the rest of our discussion
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here, we will assume that an implementable and admissible system of solution
vectors exists.

We use x̄ as a projection from the system of solution vectors x(ν) onto
the space of implementable solution systems. In some sense it a “guess” at the
optimal, admissible, implementable system of solution vectors. This enables
an update of the estimated price of implementability in Step 4. The algorithm
has fully converged when the system x has values that are the same as those in
the system x̄. This means that x is both implementable and admissible. Under
those conditions, the price vectors no longer change from one PH iteration to
the next and the proximal term is zero.

4.1.2 L-Shaped method

We provide, as a hub, a parallel implementation of the two-stage L-Shaped
method. The L-Shaped method [28], referred to as Benders’ decomposition
in other contexts [1], is an algorithm for solving stochastic programs via a
vertical decomposition scheme. The method decomposes the problem by stage
and a master problem is created containing only the first stage variables, con-
straints, and objective contribution. The master problem is augmented with
scenario objective proxy variables, η. A sub-problem is created for each sce-
nario, containing the scenario’s second stage information. The method works
by repeatedly generating candidate solutions using the master problem and
then generating cuts against these solutions using the sub-problems. Gener-
ally, the hub algorithm signals termination when an optimal first-stage solution
is found, but it may also employ spoke based termination methods.

In the interest of clarity, we describe the two-stage L-Shaped method mak-
ing use of a specialized two-stage, linear programming notation. While we
present the linear formulation, the method (and implementation) allows for
cut generation over more general convex bodies.

Given a problem of the form,

min
x,y

∑
ξ∈Ξ

πξ(c
Txξ + dTξ yξ)

s.t. Axξ ≤ b ∀ξ ∈ Ξ
Tξxξ +Wξyξ ≤ hξ ∀ξ ∈ Ξ

xξ = x ∀ξ ∈ Ξ
xξ, yξ, x ≥ 0 ∀ξ ∈ Ξ

(4)

the master problem takes the form

min
x,η

cTx+
∑
ξ∈Ξ

ηξ

s.t. Ax ≤ b
x, η ∈ D
x ≥ 0
η ≥ η0

(5)
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where D is a polyhedra defined by the current set of L-Shaped cuts; at the
first iteration D is unconstrained and η is instead bounded with some initial
value η0. If η0 is not provided by the user, mpi-sppy attempts to compute a
lower bound by solving an auxiliary optimization problem for each scenario.

For each scenario ξ we have a sub-problem of the form

min
yξ,zξ

zξ

s.t. Tξxξ +Wξyξ ≤ hξ + zξ1
πξd

T
ξ yξ ≤ ηξ + zξ
xξ = x̂
ηξ = η̂ξ

xξ, yξ, zξ ≥ 0

(6)

where x̂, η̂ξ are parameters determined by a candidate solution to the master
problem. Given the candidate solution (x̂, η̂ξ), each sub-problem is solved and
if the optimal objective value is z∗ξ > 0 a cut of the form,

z∗ξ − σT (xξ − x̂)− σ0(ηξ − η̂ξ) ≤ 0 (7)

where σ, σ0 are the sub-problem’s appropriate dual multipliers, is generated.
Cuts are added to the master problem, and the next iteration begins. A can-
didate solution x̂, η̂ξ is certified as optimal if no sub-problem returns a cut.
Note that the sub-problem (6), by incorporating the objective as a constraint,
can compute both optimality and feasibilty cuts (as well as blendings of both)
into a single sub-problem for each scenario ξ. The cuts generated by (6) are
equivalent to those suggested in [11].

We now provide an algorithm sketch for the L-Shaped method. We use P
to denote the feasible region of the master problem, Qξ(x, ηξ) to denote the
feasible region of sub-problem ξ given candidate solution (x, ηξ), and gξ(x, η)
to denote a function that returns the requisite dual multipliers (σ, σ0) for the
corresponding sub-problem ξ. The initial values for ηξ, η0ξ , are supplied by the
user for each scenario ξ ∈ Ξ or initialized by solving a modified version of
problem (6) which fixes zξ = 0, removes constraints xξ = x̂, ηξ = η̂ξ, and
minimizes ηξ.
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Algorithm 2 L-Shaped Method
1: Initialize: Input η0; P ← {x ≥ 0, η free | Ax ≤ b}
2: Solve Master: Solve master problem (5)

If first iteration,
(x̂, η̂)← argmin

(x,η)∈P ;η=η0
cTx

Otherwise,
(x̂, η̂)← argmin

(x,η)∈P
cTx+

∑
ξ∈Ξ

ηξ

3: Solve Sub-problems: For each ξ ∈ Ξ solve sub-problem (6) with
parameters (x̂, η̂ξ)

z∗ξ ← min
(yξ,zξ)∈Qξ(x̂,η̂ξ)

zξ

4: Generate Cuts: Initialize X = {ξ ∈ Ξ | z∗ξ > 0}. For each ξ ∈ X
(σ, σ0)← gξ(x̂, η̂ξ)
P ← P ∩ {x ≥ 0, ηξ free | z∗ξ − σT (xξ − x̂)− σ0(ηξ − η̂ξ) ≤ 0}

5: Termination: If X = ∅, Stop. Else goto Step 2

The L-Shaped method is naturally parallelizable. As the sub-problems are
independent, Steps 3, 4 may be run in parallel within the cylinder. In the next
section we describe spokes that compute upper and lower bounds. Although
the L-shaped computes bounds itself, it may make sense in some settings to
search in parallel for x̂ to facilitate termination before the L-shaped algorithm
has converged. Lower bound algorithms that do not require subgradients, or
Lagrangian multipliers, for non-anticipativity constraints (2b) from the hub
algorithm can also be utilized to provide an additional lower bound.

4.2 Spokes

Spokes supply various services such as upper or lower bounds, or cuts. Depend-
ing on the type of spoke, it might exchange various types of data with the hub.
A spoke might send or receive primal or dual solution values or bounds. Here
we describe the spokes provided with the initial release of mpi-sppy.

4.2.1 Subgradient Lower Bounds

A technique computing lower bounds using the progressive hedging algorithm
is given by Gade et al. [12]. The authors prove that a valid lower bound on (2)
can be computed at each iteration of the PH algorithm by re-solving the sub-
problem for each scenario with the quadratic penalty term eliminated. This
technique can be interpreted as (approximate) subgradient ascent on the dual
function of (2) with the non-anticipativity constraints (2b) dualized. Although
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this method does not in general converge to any fixed value, careful selection
of algorithmic parameters leads to strong bounds in practice [12].

A spoke called Lagrangian asynchronously receives new dual weights from
a hub that can compute them after the hub completes an iteration. Given
new dual weights w(t,ν)(ξ), the spoke solves the program in Step 5 of Algo-
rithm 1 with ρ = 0 to compute a valid lower bound on (2), and sends the
result back to the hub. This spoke works for general multi-stage programs
(2), and allows for the bundling of scenarios, which often greatly improves
convergence and bound strength. This method works for general multi-stage
problems for any application where the hub can compute dual weights for
the non-anticipativity constraints and there exists a sub-problem solver which
gives valid lower bounds. A related lower-bound spoke is called Lagranger,
which updates its own w(ξ) vectors (Lagrangian multipliers) rather than re-
lying on the hub to provide them. This means the spoke can work with hub
algorithms such as L-shaped that do not transmit multipliers. It can also em-
ploy multiplier update coeffient (ρ) values that are different from those use in
a primal algorithm because that can improve lower bound performance [12].

4.2.2 Frank-Wolfe Lower Bounds

The Frank-Wolfe progressive hedging (FW-PH) algorithm introduced by Boland
et al. [4] iteratively computes the Lagrange dual bound of the multistage pro-
grams (2) obtained by dualizing the non-anticipativity constraints (2b). Their
algorithm combines standard PH with a simplicial decomposition technique
to produce a valid lower bound on (2) at each iteration. At each iteration,
the FW-PH algorithm must solve one (linear) mixed-integer program, followed
by one quadratic program. In contrast, the standard PH algorithm solves a
quadratic mixed-integer program at each iteration.

For mixed-integer linear programs, a FW-PH spoke executes in parallel with
a hub in order to provide strong lower bounds that can be used for termination.
For FW-PH, the communication is strictly with the hub, but perhaps not with
the algorithm running on it. This spoke does not make use of information from
the hub algorithm, it simply sends bounds to the hub for use by the hub in
computing optimality gaps. The FW-PH spoke also allows for scenario bundling,
which may significantly improve convergence for certain problems.

4.2.3 Incumbent Finding Spokes

Incumbents are computed most directly by obtaining a solution vector x̂ that
can be fixed for evaluation of the program (2). In fact, for the solution to be
put into practice, one needs a single first stage decision x̂1 that accommodates
feasible solutions for subsequent stages. For exact hub algorithms that have
fully converged, this can be obtained from the hub algorithm; however, to get
gap estimates and to terminate early with an implementable, non-anticipative
solution, one can employ one or more cylinders that attempt to find x̂ before
convergence of the algorithm that is running on the hub.
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In mpi-sppy, after each iteration of the hub algorithm, the hub ranks put
their current solution values for each of their local scenarios in buffers to be
read by their companion upper bound rank(s). The incumbent finding algo-
rithms use these solutions as guidance for finding an x̂ and the upper bound
it implies.

Any sort of primal heuristic can be implemented for these bounds and
used as a spoke. We will discuss heuristics here that make use of scenario sub-
problem solutions to form a candidate x̂, which requires one scenario from the
set D−1 for each non-leaf node. So for a two-stage problem, the values for a
single scenario can serve as a candidate and the values of its nonanticipative
variables are used to fix the values in all scenarios followed by an attempt to
solve all scenarios modified in this way. We have found that use of scenario
sub-problem solutions as a source of candidate values for x̂ can be effective,
especially when integer or other constraints make it unlikely that combinations
of scenario solutions will be feasible.

The rank where the candidate scenario is local broadcasts the variable
values to all other ranks in the spoke cylinder using the spoke intracomm.
Problem 2 is solved locally on the rank for each stratum with x̂ values fixed
and the overall value is computed using an MPI reduction within the cylinder
to obtain a bound on Z∗ if that x̂ is feasible.

The simplest possible algorithm of this class uses a single, user-specified
scenario from each set D−1 that never varies. We refer to this algorithm
as xhat-specific. This spoke is mostly useful for debugging and testing
the convergence properties of hub algorithms. A dynamic alternative called
xhat-shuffle-looper begins with an arbitrary shuffling of the scenario or-
der and loops over the scenarios trying the x values currently provided by
the hub spoke for the selected scenario as the potential source for x̂. To en-
sure all sub-problems are tried eventually, the spoke remembers where it left
off, and resumes from its prior position after receiving new x values from the
hub. Since the resulting sub-problems after fixing the first-stage variables are
usually much easier to solve, these spokes can usually try many scenarios’
candidate solution before receiving new x values from the hub.

Another type of incumbent-finding heuristic included in mpi-sppy is a
simplistic variable slam heuristic [29]. This heuristic attempts to find a feasible
non-anticipative solution by “slamming” every variable xt to its maximum (or
minimum) value over every scenario associated with that node, i.e., x̂t(D) =
maxξ∈D−1 xt(ξ). Such solutions are guaranteed to be implementable, and for
some classes of problems they may be guaranteed to be admissible as well.

4.2.4 Cross Scenario Cuts

The cross-scenario-cut spoke works with the PH hub algorithm. This spoke
receives candidate incumbent solutions from the PH hub and returns cuts
of the form (7), which are added to PH hub scenarios sub-problems. Cross-
scenario cuts attempt to accelerate PH convergence by more directly sharing
information across the different scenarios - in contrast to strictly relying on
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incremental updates of linear penalty terms w in PH. The idea of scenarios
in stochastic programming sharing information in the form of cuts dates back
at least as far as [16]. Our implementation works only for two-stage stochas-
tic programs and is based on the L-Shaped method, similar in spirit to the
approach described in [24].

Upon initialization, the cross-scenario-cut spoke (through helper function-
ality) initiates logic on the PH hub to modify each PH scenario to include η
variables for each scenario ξ′ ∈ Ξ \{ξ}. Unlike the standard L-Shaped method,
they are not added to sub-problem optimization objectives, but are bounded
either by a user-provided lower bound, or by solving an auxiliary optimization
problem, as in the mpi-sppy implementation of the L-shaped method described
above. Initially, these bounds are the only constraints containing η variables.
As the PH hub algorithm progresses, solutions (x1(ξ), η(ξ)) from each sce-
nario are transmitted to the cross-scenario-cuts spoke, where η(ξ) denotes the
(|Ξ| − 1)-dimensional vector of η variables in scenario ξ’s sub-problem. Upon
receipt, the cross-scenario-cuts spoke generates a candidate solution (x̂1, η̂)
for scenario ξ as follows:

η̂ξ = min
ξ′∈Ξ\{ξ}

η(ξ′)ξ (8)

x̂1 = max
ξ∈Ξ
‖x1(ξ)− x̄1‖2. (9)

In principle there are multiple ways to generate (x̂1, η̂) from the scenario so-
lutions. The current method aims to heuristically choose a candidate solution
that maximizes infeasibility. Equation (8) selects the lowest estimate of ηξ
across every other scenario, and equation (9) selects the current sub-problem
solution furthest from the current PH consensus solution x̄1. We note that
the computation of (x̂1, η̂ξ) serves to effectively reduce the number of required
scenario sub-problem solves from O(|Ξ|2) to O(|Ξ|), essentially replacing the
(single) L-Shaped master problem (5).

After determining (x̂1, η̂), the cross-scenario-cut spoke proceeds in the
same manner as the cut generation step in the standard L-Shaped method.
Specifically, for each scenario ξ, an L-Shaped sub-problem (6) with parameters
(x̂1, η̂ξ) is solved. An L-Shaped cut (7) is then generated for each L-Shaped
sub-problem with a positive objective value. The corresponding cut coefficients
are then transmitted to the PH hub algorithm, which upon receipt applies the
cuts to the PH hub scenario sub-problems. Each scenario ξ ∈ Ξ sub-problem
receives a copy of each L-Shaped cut for each scenario in ξ′ ∈ Ξ \ {ξ}.

Finally, because the cross-scenario-cut spoke does not induce modifications
of the PH sub-problem optimization objectives, we add an additional cut to
each PH sub-problem to serve as proxy for the L-Shaped objective. For PH
sub-problem ξ we add a cut of the following form:

UB ≥ f1(x1(ξ)) + πξf2(x2(ξ);
→
x 1,

→
ξ

2
) +

∑
ξ′∈Ξ\{ξ}

ηξ′ ≥ LB (10)
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where UB and LB are the best known upper and lower bounds on the true
objective of the stochastic program, respectively.

The cut (10) bounds a modified version of the L-Shape master problem
objective. The upper and lower bounds are tracked by the PH hub, and can
be either computed directly (e.g., the trivial Lagrangian bound, which the
PH hub computes automatically) or obtained indirectly through other spokes.
The cut (10) is updated whenever the PH hub receives a new upper or lower
bound from a spoke. Empirically, we have observed that these types of cuts
can significantly accelerate convergence of the PH hub. Finally, to the best
of our knowledge, this class of cut has not been previously explored in the
literature.

Adding both (7) and (10) cuts to the PH sub-problems aims to restrict
their respective feasible regions to that of the optimal solution for the equiv-
alent extensive form problem (2). We note that the inclusion of cuts of the
form (10) would be impractical without the mpi-sppy hub-and-spoke archi-
tecture. Specifically, the ability to have upper and lower bounds computed
asynchronously allows for on-line inclusion of updates as they become avail-
able. Further, the parallel structure of mpi-sppy ensures that updates of those
bounds do not impact core PH hub behavior, e.g., by having to halt core
sub-problem solve iterations to compute bounds.

4.3 Implementation Challenges of Asynchronicity

Recall that cylinders in mpi-sppy communicate with each other via MPI win-
dows: memory buffers shared between ranks which can be written and read
asynchronously, with or without a locking mechanism. To prevent data cor-
ruption, mpi-sppy utilizes locks when writing and reading from these shared
memory windows. Each memory window, which is (typically) an array of
floating-point numbers for sharing data, e.g., a new incumbent solution or
new Lagrangian weights, is augmented with an additional integer field. In our
implementation this field referred to as the write_id. When a new result
is posting, the writing rank increments the write_id, and the reading rank
knows if new information is available in the buffer by checking the write_id
against the last one it observed.

The receiving rank may take new action depending on whether an update
is available. The information shared between strata is in general (and is typ-
ically) different, e.g., weights or incumbent solutions from distinct scenarios,
necessitating each rank within a cylinder communicating directly with its peer
ranks in other cylinders that have the same scenarios assigned. Further com-
plicating matters, due to variance in message arrival times, one rank within a
cylinder may see updated data from its peer stratum rank but another rank in
the same cylinder has not seen a corresponding update from its peer stratum
rank. In this case, the two ranks within the same cylinder would see different
write_ids, and therefore could potentially take different actions. However, it
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is essential that all the ranks within a cylinder take the same action at the
same time, otherwise deadlocks within the cylinder will almost surely occur.

To mitigate this issue, after checking for new data from its peer stratum
rank, the receiving rank compares its write_id to that of every other rank
in the same cylinder via an MPI sum reduction. If the write_ids disagree,
then none of the cylinders update their internal write_id and no action is
taken. Therefore, actions initiated by an update from an opposing cylinder
only occurs when every rank in the receiving cylinder agrees on the write_id,
which obviates the aforementioned potential for deadlocks. Such a solution is
most critical when consistency between the write_ids is necessary mathemat-
ically (as it is for the Lagrangian spoke) and at termination. When the hub
cylinder determines that termination is appropriate, it writes a −1 quantity
to every spoke’s write_id, which signals to the spokes to finalize and termi-
nate when they next read from the window. By ensuring that every rank in
a cylinder has received the termination write_id before finalizing, mpi-sppy
avoids termination deadlocks.

5 Computational Demonstrations

We now describe several experiments to demonstrate both the utility and scal-
ability of the mpi-sppy library. The library includes several example problems,
which are described first in Section 5.1. We then provide computational results
in Section 5.2. Results of experiments on shared memory computers are given
in Appendix B. Beta release 0.11 is intended to facilitate replication of these
results.

5.1 Examples

The example problems mentioned on this paper or its appendix are listed in
Table 1. These, and additional examples, are provided as part of mpi-sppy.

name description
aircond A multi-stage production planning problem [31]
farmer A scalable (in terms of crops and scenarios) version of the problem from [3].
netdes A two-stage network design problem described in Appendix A
sizes A small, two-stage problem with integers in both stages [17].
uc A basic unit commitment model drawn from [21].

Table 1 Problems provided as examples

Figure 2 shows psuedo-code for a sample of a basic hub and spoke configu-
ration. This can be extended to have as many spokes as desired and/or to use
a hub other than PH. Constructing an instance of the WheelSpinner class sets
up the orchestration of the various MPI ranks, and the spin method triggers
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import mpisppy . examples . farmer . farmer as farmer

from mpisppy . spin_the_wheel import WheelSpinner
. . .

hub_dict = {
"hub_class " : PHHub,
"hub_kwargs" : {" opt ions " : . . . } ,
" opt_class " : PH,
"opt_kwargs" : {

"PHoptions" : PHoptions ,
" al l_scenario_names " : farmer . al l_scenario_names ,
" s c enar i o_crea to r " : farmer . s cenar io_creator ,
. . . } }

lagrangian_spoke = {
" spoke_class " : LagrangianOuterBound ,
"spoke_kwargs" : { . . . } ,
" opt_class " : PHBase ,
"opt_kwargs" : {

"PHoptions" : LSoptions ,
" al l_scenario_names " : farmer . al l_scenario_names ,
" s c enar i o_crea to r " : farmer . s c ena r i o_crea to r } }

xhatlooper_spoke = {
" spoke_class " : XhatShuff leInnerBound ,
"spoke_kwargs" : { . . . } ,
" opt_class " : XhatTryer ,
"opt_kwargs" : {

"PHoptions" : xhat_options ,
" al l_scenario_names " : farmer . al l_scenario_names ,
" s c enar i o_crea to r " : farmer . s c ena r i o_crea to r } }

spokes = [ lagrangian_spoke , xhatshuf f l e_spoke ]

wheel = WheelSpinner ( hub_dict , spokes )
wheel . sp in ( )

Fig. 2 Pseudo-code for farmer example using a PH hub and two spokes

execution of the hub and spoke system (there is a synonym method with the
less colorful name: run).

5.2 Numerical Results

We now describe experiments using the mpi-sppy library on some of the ex-
ample problems, focusing on examples that historically have provided a sig-
nificant computational challenge. As our results indicate, mpi-sppy is able to
solve very large-scale problems using parallel compute resources in tractable
run-times. Further, we can provide rigorous bounds for all obtained solutions.

Results below are computed using two HPC clusters at different DOE na-
tional laboratory sites: "quartz" and "Eagle". The "quartz" cluster at Lawrence
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Livermore National Laboratory consists of 3004 compute nodes, each of which
comprises two 2.1GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 processors – with a total 36 cores
and 128GB of RAM per node. Additionally, we replicated the largest problem
considered using the "Eagle" cluster at the National Renewable Energy Lab-
oratory. Eagle consists of 2618 compute nodes, each of which has two Intel
Xeon Gold Skylake 6154 processors – for a total of 36 cores and a minimum
96GB of RAM per node. The SLURM job submission and management soft-
ware is used on both clusters. While our experiments strictly focus on cluster
runs, the mpi-sppy library functions on laptop and workstation environments
as well (see, e.g., Appendix B).

For sub-problem solvers, we use Pyomo’s persistent Gurobi [14] solver in-
terface. Persistent solvers are critical to maximizing performance in scenario-
based decomposition methods for stochastic programs. Specifically, persistent
solvers maintain sub-problem optimization models in-memory, requiring only
updates to the objective between iterations. Further, prior iteration solutions
provide automatic warm-starts to the solution process. We use cython exten-
sions in Pyomo to accelerate model construction and manipulation.

5.2.1 Basic Functionality - Unit Commitment

Our first set of experiments considers the stochastic unit commitment example
as described in [5]. The number of scenarios ranges from 3 to 100. Configuration
of PH for this problem is reported in [5]. Here, we leverage the ρ specification
and fixing strategy (lag = 6) from the paper. Due to recent advances in for-
mulation of the deterministic UC problem [21], we no longer need to modify
mixed-integer optimality gaps beyond the solver defaults. No slamming [29] is
employed to accelerate convergence.

Our first experiment uses a PH hub limited to 100 iterations, with both
Lagrangian and xhat-shuffle-looper spokes, for each stochastic UC in-
stance. Each SLURM job is allocated 3·|Ξ|·2 cores. The "3" factor corresponds
to the hub and the two spokes, while the "2" factor derives from limiting each
Gurobi instance to 2 threads on every rank. Empirically, we have not observed
significant performance gains for these instances using more than 2 threads.
In many cases, mpi-sppy will converge well before 100 PH iterations. To en-
sure consistency in computational effort across instances with different |Ξ|,
we have disabled termination due to convergence so that all runs continue to
100 iterations. For each job, we record the following attributes: wall clock run
time, and the best lower and upper bounds by the spokes.

The results of our first experiment are shown in Table 2. For comparison,
we also include the objective function value for the extensive form of each
instance solved directly by Gurobi without decomposition. The values reported
in the second column reveal relatively small run-times in absolute terms; no
run required more than 2.5 minutes. Variability in run-times is observed, as is
a general trend toward increasing run-times as a function of |Ξ|. Subsequent
analysis indicates that the growth in run-time is due primarily to increased
variability in sub-problem solve times, rather than inefficiencies in mpi-sppy
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|Ξ| wall clock PH LB PH UB EF
time (s.)

3 108.4 64109.405 64143.186 64140.508
5 111.8 62612.944 62628.871 62628.395

10 119.9 61349.173 61384.232 61383.618
25 116.8 60883.627 60928.242 60927.353
50 134.4 60577.849 60617.347 60616.706

100 125.7 61075.448 61116.371 61115.912

Table 2 Initial experiments with a PH hub and two spokes: one for lower bounds
(Lagrangian) and the other to compute upper bounds (xhat-shuffle-looper)

|Ξ| wall clock PH LB PH UB EF
time (s.)

3 109.4 64135.158 64143.186 64140.508
5 107.7 62619.733 62628.759 62628.395

10 120.1 61349.173 61384.232 61383.618
25 118.2 60883.627 60928.235 60927.353
50 121.6 60577.849 60617.347 60616.706

100 132.04 61075.448 61116.371 61115.912

Table 3 Experiments with a PH hub and three spokes: two lower bounds (Lagrangian,
FW-PH) and the other to compute upper bounds xhat-shuffle-looper

implementation. Consider the lower and upper bounds reported, we observe
very small gaps in both absolute and relative terms. Comparing the bounds
to the EF objective function value, we observe that the gap is due primarily
to discrepancies between the lower bound and the EF value; in contrast, the
upper bounds are generally near-optimal.

Our next experiments consider the addition of a spoke to the base config-
uration; see [25] for a study of FW-PH applied to UC. Our primary objective
here is to obtain improved lower bounds, while a secondary objective is to
consider larger numbers of spokes. We allocate each job 4 · |Ξ| · 2 cores. The
results are shown in Table 3.

We observe no significant impacts on run-time or upper bounds following
the addition of the FW-PH spoke. However, the lower bounds obtained are
improved relative to those reported in Table 2.

5.2.2 Scalability - Unit Commitment

We now consider scalability of mpi-sppy to larger UC instances, specifically
those with 100, 250, 500, 750, and 1000 scenarios. Our specific objective is to
demonstrate performance using thousands of ranks. The details of the par-
ticular instances are not a significant concern, so we do not describe them in
detail but they are available in the mpi-sspy repository. To construct larger
UC instances, we start with a base UC described previously in Section 5.2.1,
but introduce uncertain wind power production.

Wind power production scenarios were created using the mape-maker soft-
ware available at https://github.com/mape-maker/mape-maker and

https://github.com/mape-maker/mape-maker
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Cluster |Ξ| Time to PH iter. 0 Time to ∆ PH LB PH UB
solve loop (s) completion (s)

quartz 100 26.42 123.73 97.31 46164.3 46230.9
quartz 250 32.12 136.20 104.08 46726.3 46786.6
quartz 500 44.95 155.04 110.09 46858.8 46918.1
quartz 1000 69.49 182.92 113.43 47032.1 47097.6
eagle 1000 177.43 310.13 132.70 47032.0 47091.2

Table 4 Large-scale unit commitment results on the LLNL quartz HPC cluster for various
|Ξ| and one run on NREL’s Eagle HPC cluster. The configuration includes a PH hub and
xhat-shuffle-looper, Lagrangian, and FW-PH spokes.

described in [13]. The scenarios were creating using data from the Califor-
nia Independent Systems Operator (CAISO) using system-wide wind power
forecasts from July 12-13, 2013. The forecast error distributions are based on
CAISO wind data from July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2015. For the largest
1000-scenario case, the wind availability varied from as little as 0% of load to
as much as 46% of load, with a maximum single-period difference of 45% of
load.

Our experiments consider a PH mpi-sppy hub configuration with
xhat-shuffle-looper, Lagrangian, and FW-PH spokes. Parameterization is
identical to those described in Section 5.2.1. The number of ranks for these
experiments varies from 400 to 4000, with each rank assigned two cores for
execution of the Gurobi solver instances. Therefore, the total number of cores
ranges from 800 to 8000.

In preliminary experimentation, we observe that communication with the
sole Gurobi license server becomes an issue once the number of ranks exceeds
100. Because mitigation of this bottleneck is beyond the present scope, we take
the start time of the run as the time when the PH hub enters the iteration 0
solve phase; beyond license acquisition, no communication steps are conducted
between ranks up to this point in execution.

The results are shown in Table 4. The column labeled ‘∆’ reports the
wall clock time starting once the PH hub commences iteration 0 solves. While
we observe slight increase in times as the number of scenario |Ξ| increases,
upon closer examination this modest growth is actually due to increased sub-
problem solve time variability in early PH iterations. We observed this phe-
nomenon in our basic UC experiments described above, but the impact is
accentuated as the number of scenarios grows further. For example, the max-
imum scenario solve time at PH iteration 0 for the 500 scenario instance is
10.18s, while for the 1000 scenario instance the maximum is 11.13s. This dif-
ference persists for the first few PH iterations, and accounts for vast majority
of the growth in the observed run-times as |Ξ| increases.

Beyond run-time, we observe that the obtained optimality gaps are very
small – despite the significant increase in |Ξ| relative to the experiments re-
ported in Table 2. We emphasize that these experiments involve extremely
large stochastic mixed-integer programming instances for which mpi-sppy can
solve to very tight optimality gaps in minutes of wall clock time. Finally, the
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results demonstrate the scalability of mpi-sppy to very large numbers of ranks
with no significant loss in efficiency.

To cross-validate the performance of mpi-sppy on large-scale HPC systems,
we replicated the 1000-scenario UC experiment using the Eagle cluster at the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory. In contrast to Gurobi, we use the
FICO Xpress Solver [10], with a persistent interface. Similar to the computa-
tional experiments on the LLNL quartz cluster, the Xpress solver was limited
to two threads per instance, and a total of 223 compute nodes were used. All
other parameters were maintained from the LLNL quartz cluster experiments.
The results are reported in the last row of Table 4.

Preliminary experiments demonstrated that the long time before the PH
hub enters the iteration 0 solve loop (as reported in Table 4) is proportional
to the number of compute nodes needed for a run. However, once start-up has
completed, we observe similar results in both wall clock time and quality of
lower and upper bounds obtained, further validating the performance and scal-
ability of mpi-sppy across different large-scale HPC computational platforms
and sub-problem solvers.

5.2.3 Scalability: multi-stage production planning

To confirm the results for UC and to verify that the system works properly for
multi-stage problems, we did a couple of experiments with the aircond problem
[31]. The parameter values used are shown in Appendix C along with additional
details. In these experiments, there are three cylinders: PH, Lagrangian and
xhat-shuffle-looper.

With branching factors 100,25,20,4 (100k scenarios) and a total of 60 ranks,
the relative gap converged to 0.0017 at iteration 38, which required a total of
710 seconds (including initialization). With branching factors 1000,25,20,4 (1M
scenarios) and a total of 600 ranks, the relative gap converged to 0.0012 at
iteration 28, which required a total of 601 seconds (including initialization).
As observed previously, the time per iteration scales very well as does the
performance of the methods for this problem.

5.2.4 The advantages of multiple cylinders

One feature of mpi-sppy is that many cylinders can be working on the same
task; for example, two or more cylinders can be working on lower bounds. One
such set-up would be to have the subgradient and Frank-Wolfe lower-bounding
spokes both working on improvements to the lower bound, and having the
xhat-shuffle-looper and slam heuristics both looking for new incumbent
solutions.

Figure 3 demonstrates the advantage of such an approach for a netdes
instance. In this case, the slam heuristic upper-bounder and subgradient lower-
bounder were both able to quickly find workable upper and lower bounds,
respectively. Conversely, the xhat-shuffle-looper needs nearly a minute of
wall-clock time to even find a feasible solution. Similarly, Frank-Wolfe PH
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Fig. 3 A objective value vs. timing trace for spoke-produced bounds on the netdes
problem netdes-30-10-L-01. “FW-PH” denotes the Frank-Wolfe PH lower-bounding spoke,
“Lagrangian” denotes the subgradient lower-bounding spoke, “SlamMax” denotes the
slam heuristic (considering maximum variable values), and “XhatLooper” denotes the
xhat-shuffle-looper upper-bounding spoke.

needs over a minute to find a bound better than the subgradient bound, and
30 seconds to find a bound better than the initial subgradient bound, which
simply relaxes the non-anticipatory constraints.

5.2.5 Cross Scenario Cuts

Cross scenario cuts are unique among the spokes currently implemented in
that they can increase the time per iteration for the hub algorithm by giving
it cuts to add to the model. Consequently, when this spoke does not improve
wall-clock times, it can degrade them. On the other hand, some problem in-
stances can be very difficult to solve without using cross scenario cuts. For
example, for the netdes instance 10-30-L-01 without cross scenario cuts (but
Lagrangian and xhat-shuffle-looper spokes), the gap was still 13.6% after
200 PH iterations; with the same configuration, but adding only cross scenario
cuts, the gap was 0.5% after seven iterations, which required roughly a third
as much time as the 200 iterations. So the time per iteration went up substan-
tially, but the quality improvements were even more substantial. However, in
our experiments, cross scenario cuts have not been helpful for farmer or sizes
and some of the netdes instances. This algorithmic enhancement seems to be
worthy of further study.
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6 Conclusions

We have introduced a novel, flexible software architecture for implementing
decomposition algorithms for solving large-scale stochastic programming prob-
lems; both scenario-based and stage-based are supported. The software sup-
ports plug-and-play combinations of main algorithms and those for computing
bounds. Although the architecture can be deployed on any computer system,
our primary objective was, from the ground up, to develop a software library
that efficiency scales to HPC systems involving thousands to tens of thousands
of cores. The library – named mpi-sppy – provides significant functionality and
can easily be extended to support novel components. The mpi-sppy library is
completely generic and integrated with the Pyomo algebraic modeling language
to express and solve scenario sub-problems. The library allows for expression
and analysis of multi-stage, stochastic linear, mixed-integer, and non-linear
programs. It provides general implementations of key hub and spoke compo-
nents found in the literature (e.g., FW-PH), as well as novel methods such as
cross-scenario cutting plane strategies and incumbent-finders.

We report computational experiments that demonstrate the ability to solve
very large stochastic programming problems – including mixed-integer variants
– in minutes of wall clock time, effectively and scalably leveraging significant
parallel computing resources. We report results for the largest known instances
of stochastic mixed-integer unit commitment problems, solving to provably
tight optimality gaps in minutes of wall clock time. Our codes have been
tested on two distinct large-scale HPC clusters at two different US Depart-
ment of Energy national laboratories; the associated experiments demonstrate
no significant performance bottlenecks as the number of parallel processing
elements is increased. Additionally, we describe computational experiments
that combine hubs and spokes in novel ways. We note that the architecture
is specifically designed for and encourages the use of speculative methods for
identifying improved lower and upper bounds.

The mpi-sppy library is available open source, under the 3-clause BSD
license, from: https://github.com/Pyomo/mpi-sppy. It provides a working
demonstration of the architecture described here. It is also a tool that can be
used by researchers for benchmarking and for testing new ideas.
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A Details on the NetDes Instances

We use the following network design problem (termed “NetDes”) for computational testing.
Given a directed graph G = (V,E), the decision maker selects a subset of the arcs E
to build. Once the arcs have been built, two sets of uncertain parameters are realized: a
demand value for each node (which may be positive or negative, i.e., a demand or a supply),
and a capacity for each arc. The decision maker next selects the amount of flow to be sent
along each arc that was built in the first stage, in order to satisfy the realized demand with
the minimum expected cost, while respecting the capacity limit on each edge. This problem
can be formulated as the following mixed-integer program:

min
∑
e∈E

cexe +
∑
ξ∈Ξ

Pr(ξ)
∑
e∈E

fe(ξ)ye(ξ) (11a)

s.t.
∑
e∈N+

v

ye(ξ)−
∑
e∈N−v

ye(ξ) = dv(ξ) ∀ v ∈ V, ξ ∈ Ξ (11b)

ye(ξ) ≤ ue(ξ)xe ∀ e ∈ E, ξ ∈ Ξ (11c)
xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E (11d)
ye(ξ) ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E, ξ ∈ Ξ (11e)

Here, xe = 1 if and only if edge e ∈ E is built in the first stage, and ye(ξ) represents the
amount of flow sent on arc e ∈ E under scenario ξ ∈ Ξ, which occurs with probability Pr(ξ).
The parameter ce is the cost to build edge e ∈ E, and fe(ξ) is the cost to send one unit of
flow along arc e ∈ E under scenario ξ ∈ Ξ. The set N+

v (resp. N−v ) is the set of directed
edges entering (resp. exiting) node v ∈ V . The constraints (11b) enforce conservation of flow
for each node v ∈ V and scenario ξ ∈ Ξ, where dv(ξ) is the “demand” (or, possibly, supply)
of the node v under scenario ξ ∈ Ξ. The constraints (11c) ensure that we do not send any
flow on an arc which we did not build, and further that the flow on each arc is less than the
capacity ue(ξ).

The network design instances used in this paper were generated using the NETDES
algorithm [20]. All instances are feasible under all scenarios—that is, there always exists a
subset of edges which may be selected in the first stage that allows for a flow which satisfies
the demand in all scenarios ξ ∈ Ξ.

B Scalability and overhead for small examples

To study the use of the library on shared-memory computers, we make use of the farmer in-
stance from [3] modified using two instance creation parameters cropsmult and numscens.
The original problem has three crops and three scenarios. The scalable instances have
cropsmult sets of the original three crops with the same non-stochastic characteristics as in
the original problem. Scenarios are also created in groups of three with a pseudo random
number that is uniformly distributed added to the values for the original three scenarios.
The problems have no practical interest, but they are easy to describe, scalable in number
of scenarios, and size of scenario sub-problems and non-trivial to solve.

Table 5 gives results for cropsmult = 100 and numsens = 2048. Rather than solving
individual scenarios as sub-problems, the hub PH algorithm solves bundles of 32 scenarios

https://github.com/DLWoodruff/aircond
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(see, e.g., [7,29] for more discussion of bundling with PH). The spokes are Lagrangian and
xhat-shuffle-looper. We limited the gurobi solver to one thread on each rank because we
are not interested in solving the problem, just in looking at scalability. The PH algorithm
is allowed to run for 10 and 100 iterations. We conducted our experiments on a workstation
with 48 dual threaded Intel Xeon workstation operating at 2.1GHz, and 1TB of RAM. The
column "Hub Ranks" gives the number ranks assigned to the hub, so the total number of
ranks is three times that because there are two spokes.

Hub 10 Iters 100 Iters
Ranks (sec) (sec)

1 1691 13000
2 862 6727
4 449 3578
8 242 1913

Table 5 Fixed number of sub-problems, using bundling and varying the number of ranks
for the scalable farmer instance with cropsmult = 100 and numsens = 2048.

We now look at results of runs on a compute node with 24 dual threaded Intel CPUs
operating at 2.3 GHz. Table 6 shows experiments with cropsmult = 1000 and the number
of processors set at three times the number of scenarios so that there is one scenario per
rank in each of the three cylinders: hub, lower bound, upper bound. Our interest is not in
solving the problem but in checking overhead and scalability on small systems.

Hub 100 Iters
Ranks (sec)

4 40
8 47

Table 6 One sub-problem per stratum (i.e., one hub rank per sub-problem) for the scalable
farmer instance with cropsmult = 1000

The results in Tables 5 and 6 give information about overhead and scalability with
respect to the number of sub-problems. There is also a practical question related to scalability
with respect to the number of spokes. The effort to exchange data to spokes increases linearly
with the number of spokes, so for a large enough number of spokes, the hub would spend
most of its time writing and reading from spoke buffers and only some of its time working.
In such cases, it would be necessary to implement a helper for the hub whose job would be
to take data from the hub and distribute it to spokes.

The current implementation does not have such a helper and Table 7 illustrates that it
is probably not needed for modest numbers of spokes. These experiments were done on a
compute node with 24 dual threaded Intel CPUs operating at 2.3 GHz using scalable farmer
with cropsmult = 1000 and the number of processors set at 1 plus the number spokes so
there are multiple scenarios per rank. For every experiment we have a PH hub cylinder and a
Lagrangian lower bound spoke. We vary the number of xhat-shuffle-looper upper bound
spokes. Our interest is not in solving the problem but in checking overhead and scalability
on small systems. All experiments ran for 100 PH iterations. We see that increasing the
number of spokes from 2 to 8 increases the runtime by less than 10%.

We note the coefficient of variation in run times for replicated experiments is less than
2%, so there is not much value in replicating these experiments.
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Spokes 4 scenarios 8 scenarios
2 149 318
4 153 320
8 162 340

Table 7 Time in seconds for 100 iterations for the scalable farmer problem with
cropsmult = 1000

C Details concerning aircond experiments

The aircond model is a multi-stage production planning problem with inventory, backorders
(with linear and quadratic penalties), and production costs used for testing and experimen-
tation. Full details are provided at https://github.com/DLWoodruff/aircond. This example
makes use of a very new feature of mpi-sppy referred to as proper bundles. These bundles are
created before the cylinder system runs, pickled (i.e., serialized), and stored for use during
the execution by the cylinder system. Bundle pickling is parallelized and can use all ranks
(e.g. 600 ranks for the 1M experiments) and takes about 40 seconds for the experiments
reported in this paper.

In the interest of repeatability, a slightly condensed form of the slurm script for 100k
scenarios is given in Figure 4.

https://github.com/DLWoodruff/aircond
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#!/bin/bash -l
#SBATCH --job-name=100k_run_for_paper_slurm
#SBATCH --output=100k_run_for_paper.out
#SBATCH --ntasks=60
#SBATCH --nodes=7
#SBATCH --time=00:60:00
#SBATCH --account=mpisppy
#SBATCH --mail-type=ALL

export MPICH_ASYNC_PROGRESS=1
source ${HOME}/venvs/mpisppy-jan2022/bin/activate

SOLVERNAME="gurobi_persistent"

PICKLE_DIR=/p/lustre1/watson61/aircond/1

BF1=100
BF2=25
BF3=10
BF4=4
let SPB=BF2*BF3*BF4
let SC=BF1*BF2*BF3*BF4
let PBF=BF1 # by design, this is the number of bundles

BI=50
NC=1
QSC=0.3
SD=40
OTC=5

let SEED=100000

EC="--Capacity 200 --QuadShortCoeff $QSC --BeginInventory $BI --mu-dev 0 \
--sigma-dev $SD --start-seed $SEED --NegInventoryCost=$NC \
--OvertimeProdCost=$OTC"

srun -n $SLURM_NTASKS unbuffer python -m mpi4py bundle_pickler.py \
--branching-factors $BF1 $BF2 $BF3 $BF4 \
--pickle-bundles-dir=$PICKLE_DIR --scenarios-per-bundle=$SPB $EC

srun -n $SLURM_NTASKS unbuffer python -m mpi4py aircond_cylinders.py \
--max-iterations=100 --default-rho=1 --solver-name=${SOLVERNAME} \
--branching-factors $PBF --rel-gap 0.0001 --abs-gap 2 --max-solver-threads 2 \
--start-seed $SEED --no-fwph --no-lagranger --bundles-per-rank 0 \
--scenarios-per-bundle=$SPB --intra-hub-conv-thresh=0 \
--unpickle-bundles-dir=$PICKLE_DIR $EC --with-display-progress \
--solver-options="method=0"

Fig. 4 slurm script for the 100k scenario aircond example.
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